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1: Joseph wants to build a naming convention for his organization where user names would have the following format:
Beth Roy/Los Angeles/Acme
Dawn Maxey/Cincinnati/Acme
Which one of the following should Joe do to accomplish this?
A. Create a Common Name (CN) Certifier named Acme and then create Organizational (O) Certifiers named Los Angeles and Cincinnati
B. Create an Organizational (O) Certifier named Acme and then create Organizational Unit (OU) certifiers named Los Angeles and Cincinnati
C. Create a Organizational (O) Certifier named Los Angeles, an Organizational (O) Certifier named Cincinnati and an Organizational Unit (OU) certifier named Acme
D. Create two Organizational (O) Certifiers named Acme and use one to create an Organizational Unit (OU) Certifier named Los Angeles and the other O Certifier to create an OU Certifier named Cincinnati
Correct Answers: B

2: The Organizational certifier is named Acme. Each location has an Organizational Unit certifier from the Acme certifier that references the location or city. Susan wants to create an Organizational Unit certifier below the location Organizational Unit certifier. Which one of the following must she have to accomplish this?
A. A copy of the Acme Organizational certifier
B. A copy of the location's Organizational Unit certifier
C. Reader access to the domain's Public Address Book
D. Copies of both the Acme Organizational certifier and the location's Organizational Unit certifier
Correct Answers: B

3: Joe has assigned view only administration access to Server A1 for members of the corporate MIS help desk. Which one of the following best describes what the help desk can do on Server A1?
A. Use the remote console.
B. Maintain database quotas.
C. Use limited server commands.
D. Maintain directories and links.
Correct Answers: C

4: Joe, in DomainA, sent mail to Jim using the following explicit address: Jim@DomainC@DomainB. Given that proper Connection documents exist, which one of the following explains the route this message took?
A. From a server in DomainA to a server in DomainB
B. From a server in DomainA to a server in DomainC
C. From a server in DomainA to a server in DomainB to a server in DomainC
D. From a server in DomainA to a server in DomainC to a server in DomainB
5: Jon is setting up a single domain with a single organization. As a result, all Domino server IDs must be created using which one of the following?
A. The same cross-certificate
B. The same organizational unit (OU) certificate
C. The same country (C) certificate or a child of that country (C) certificate
D. The same organizational (O) certificate or a child of that organizational (O) certificate
**Correct Answers: D**

6: Which one of the following directory structures is supported by Lotus Domino?
A. A remote directory structure
B. A central directory structure only
C. A distributed directory structure only
D. A distributed or central directory structure
**Correct Answers: D**

7: Joe plans to assign Administrator access to Bill so that Bill can maintain database quotas. Which one of the following access levels should Joe grant Bill?
A. System
B. Database
C. Restricted System
D. Full Remote Console
**Correct Answers: B**

8: Joe has made changes to a policy document. Sally, an end user, will be affected by these changes. Which one of the following best describes when Sally's settings will be updated?
A. When Sally opens her mail file
B. When Sally connects to the server
C. When Sally opens her Lotus Notes client
D. When Sally opens her policy document update e-mail
**Correct Answers: B**

9: Joe has a group of users he needs to upgrade to a new release of Lotus Notes. Joe is planning to use policy documents to upgrade the users. Which one of the following statements regarding policy documents is true?
A. Policy documents cannot help upgrade a user.
B. Users will receive an e-mail notification of the upgrade.
C. Users will be upgraded automatically when they authenticate with a server.
D. Users affected by a policy document will be prompted to upgrade the next time they authenticate with the server.
**Correct Answers: D**

10: Which one of the following statements regarding policy documents is true?
A. Policy documents can be defined for users or servers.
B. Policy documents can be defined for organizations or servers.
C. Policy documents can be defined for users, groups, or servers.
D. Policy documents can be defined for organizations or organizational units.

Correct Answers: D

11: Domain membership is defined by which one of the following?
A. Domino Directory
B. Domain Directory
C. Private Address Book
D. Master Address Book

Correct Answers: A

12: The APLANA_IP Domino Named Network contains all of the ACME domain's Domino servers located in Boise, Sao Paolo, and Singapore. Which one of the following is also required to route mail from Boise to Singapore?
A. Nothing
B. Cross certificates
C. A Connection document
D. A Non-Adjacent document

Correct Answers: A

13: Which one of the following can be done to increase mail reliability and delivery speed?
A. Switch to Internet mail
B. Add multiple replicators
C. Enable multiple MAIL.BOX files
D. Add the NOTES.INI parameter : ROUTE_MAIL_AT_ONCE=1

Correct Answers: C

14: Patricia tested mail routing from ServerA/World/Milky Way to ServerB/World/Milky Way. Which one of the following server commands will route pending mail?
A. ROUTE ServerA
B. ROUTE ServerB
C. ROUTE "ServerA/World/Milky Way"
D. ROUTE "ServerB/World/Milky Way"

Correct Answers: D

15: While creating a document for mail connection, Cindy set the repeat interval field to 20 minutes. Which one of the following describes what this field controls after a successful connection?
A. How long to attempt to replicate
B. How long to attempt to send mail
C. When low priority mail will be sent
D. When the next attempt to send normal priority mail will occur
16: Which one of the following would be used to allow administrators to create and modify a set of rules that define how documents in a user's mail database are selected and archived?
   A. Mail settings document
   B. User settings document
   C. Archive settings document
   D. Profile settings document
   Correct Answers: C

17: Employees at Acme Corporation are complaining about receiving large amounts of spam mail. Amy, the Lotus Notes administrator at Acme Corporation, wants to use server mail rules to help solve this problem. Which one of the following is a server mail rule?
   A. Intercepted mail cannot be rejected.
   B. Mail rules apply to outbound messages only.
   C. Messages with attachments cannot be intercepted.
   D. Intercepted mail may be placed in a quarantine database.
   Correct Answers: D

18: John wants to schedule regular compacting of databases. Which one of the following should John do?
   A. Create a Configuration Settings document
   B. Update the Directory=line in the Notes.ini
   C. Update the ServerTasks=lines in the Notes.ini
   D. Create a program document with Compact - B in the command line
   Correct Answers: D

19: Susan started which one of the following server tasks from the Domino Administrator to update databases according to their templates?
   A. FIXUP
   B. INDEXER
   C. CATALOG
   D. DESIGN
   Correct Answers: D

20: Pedro created a new application. He used LotusScript as part of the application. Which one of the following will need to be done to the workstation in order for this application to work in a Notes client?
   A. Nothing. LotusScript will work as is.
   B. The Enable LotusScript option must be selected.
   C. A LotusScript interpreter will need to be loaded.
   D. The workstation must be enabled to use LotusScript.
   Correct Answers: A